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of chemical energy, and functional changes in the cell and their mechanisms
have been extensively expanded and brought up to date.
This is truly a remarkable book-one to be recommended without any
reservation. It is hoped, however, that in future revisions the author will
give us the extended benefits of his scholarly concepts by including a chap-
ter on reproductive mechanisms.
JOSEPH THOMAS VELARDO
THE PHYSIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF PEPTIC ULCER. By J. Garrott Allen
and others. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1959. 236 pp. $7.50.
This book contains a report of work done at the University of Chicago and
is dedicated to Dr. Lester R. Dragstedt. Inasmuch as the book describes
"experiments selected from a large number designed and conducted by Dr.
Lester R. Dragstedt," it does not attempt to cover the gamut of physi-
ological considerations. As might be expected, the role of the vagus and
of the antrum in controlling gastric secretion is emphasized, while the pos-
sibility that there is an adrenal phase to gastric secretion is given little at-
tention. The title of the monograph, The Physiology and Treatment of
Peptic Ulcer, asks for a more universal approach.
Each chapter of the book written by such authorities as Henry N. Har-
kins, Paul C. Hodges, Joseph B. Kirsner, and Walter L. Palmer, taken
by itself, is informative. Unfortunately, "no attempts have been made to
reconcile different points of view." This may leave the uninitiated reader
uncertain; a more unified approach would have been desirable.
As an expression of loyalty to Dr. Dragstedt the book is appropriate,
but one awaits with greater interest the anticipated publication of Dr.
Dragstedt's own monograph on peptic ulcer which by its nature presum-
ably will express a strong unitarian view.
H. M. SHAPIRO
THE CIBA COLLECTION OF MEDICAL ILLUSTRATIONS, Volume 3, DIGESTIVE
SYSTEM, Part I, UPPER DIGESTIVE TRACT. By Frank H. Netter, New Jer-
sey, Ciba Pharmaceutical Products, Inc., 1959. ix, 206 pp. $12.50.
The book contains 172 full-color plates illustrating the anatomy, the dis-
eases, and some functional and diagnostic aspects of the upper intestinal
tract. It is fortunate that the book is sold at cost because the color repro-
ductions are of the highest quality on expensive gloss paper. Nine well-
known authorities acted as consultants to Dr. Netter. The teamwork be-
tween the consultant and artist has resulted in unusually clear, accurate
illustrations and descriptive text. Most of the illustrations depicting the
physiological and diagnostic aspects are unique in their presentation, and
often one plate puts across points to the reader which would take many
written pages to accomplish.
The consultants, artist, and editor have tried to supplement graphically
the standard reference works rather than to replace them. They have done
this quite well. As a teacher of anatomy I have found that the medical
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